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MOBILITY TEAM
CONTACTS FOR STUDENTS APPLYING TO INSA LYON

Coordinator for Asia, North America and Oceania
Magdalena CORNECI
+33 4 72 43 71 69
welcome@insa-lyon.fr

Coordinator for Africa, Latin America, Spain & Portugal
Marta GUTIERREZ
+33 4 72 43 84 33
welcome2@insa-lyon.fr

Coordinator for Europe
Mathieu GIRAUD
+33 4 72 43 72 07
welcome3@insa-lyon.fr

EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OFFICE
CONTACTS FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND AGREEMENTS

Project Manager for Africa
Valérie LEBEY
valerie.lebey@insa-lyon.fr

Project Manager for Asia
Nathalie NIESIEWICZ
nathalie.niesiewicz@insa-lyon.fr

Project Manager for Oceania
U.S.A. and Canada
Bérengère GUICHON
berengere.guichon@insa-lyon.fr

Project Manager for Latin-America
Haridian MELGAR PEREZ
haridian.melgar-perez@insa-lyon.fr

Project Managers for Europe
UNITECH, Erasmus+
Thalia DARNANVILLE
thalia.darnanville@insa-lyon.fr

Double degrees, EURINSA
Dorothée BRAC DE LA PERRIERE
dorothee.brac-de-la-perriere@insa-lyon.fr

Short Programs Coordinator
Tara PIGNAL
tara.pignal@insa-lyon.fr

www.insa-lyon.fr/en
ACADEMIC ADVISORS

**Biosciences**
Céline COSTAZ  
ri-bs@insa-lyon.fr

**Civil Engineering and Urban Planning**
Marco Valerio D'AGOSTINO  
marco-valerio.d'agostino@insa-lyon.fr

Claire SILVANI  
claire.silvani@insa-lyon.fr

**Electrical Engineering**
Luong Viet PHUNG  
luong-viet.phung@insa-lyon.fr

**Energy & Environmental Engineering**
Gaëlle DUCOM  
gaelle.ducom@insa-lyon.fr

**Industrial Engineering**
Emil DUMITRESCU  
emil.dumitrescu@insa-lyon.fr

**Information Technology**
Omar HASAN  
omar.hasan@insa-lyon.fr

**Materials Science and Engineering**
Abdelkader SOUIFI  
abdelkader.souifi@insa-lyon.fr

**Mechanical Engineering**
Kerem EGE  
kerem.ege@insa-lyon.fr  
Emmanuel MIGNOT  
emmanuel.mignot@insa-lyon.fr

**Telecommunications**
Oana IOVA  
tc.ri@insa-lyon.fr

COURSES AND SUBJECTS

Courses descriptions
www.insa-lyon.fr/en/formation/offre-de-formation

Exchange students
exchange-student.insa-lyon.fr

APPLICATION PROCESSES

**Exchange students**
www.insa-lyon.fr/en/exchange-students

**3rd year Double Degrees**
www.insa-lyon.fr/en/3rd-year-double-degree

**4th year Double Degrees**
www.insa-lyon.fr/en/4th-year-double-degree

APPLICATION PERIODS

**Exchange students**
February 22nd to April 25th 2021  
for Fall Semester or Academic Year 2021-2022

September 13th to October 17th 2021  
for Spring Semester 2021-2022

**3rd year Double Degrees**
February 22nd to April 25th 2021

**4th year Double Degrees**
February 22nd to April 25th 2021

**FITEC / SCS China / Tohoku**
double degrees applicants  
February 22nd to April 4th 2021

ACADEMIC PERIODS

**Fall Semester**
Monday, September 13th 2021  
Friday, January 28th 2021

**Spring Semester**
Monday, January 31st 2021  
Friday, June 17th 2022

www.insa-lyon.fr/en
FRENCH: INTENSIVE LANGUAGE COURSES
Summer school for exchange and double degree students
August 19th to September 10th 2021
3-week course | 4 ECTS
Includes courses, housing and catering for €390 only!
ecole-ete.insa-lyon.fr/en

Winter school
January 20th to 29th 2022
2-week course (40hours) | 2 ECTS
€100
fle.insa-lyon.fr/en/content/ecoles-dete-et-dhiver

International students can also attend intensive French-language courses throughout the academic year: on average 2 hours per week, totally free of charge

HEALTH INSURANCE
Students from EU countries must have their European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) valid for the period of their stay in France. If not, they will have to subscribe to the French Social Security.

Students from non-EU countries have to subscribe to the French Social Security via etudiant-etranger.ameli.fr

All students attending the summer school must have their own health insurance from their arrival to the beginning of the academic year (in September)

www.insa-lyon.fr/en